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The use of optimization and AI
technology to deploy the right
vessels within the best service,
and assign the right set of port
pairs, teus and commodities, can
assist in maximizing contribution
within the network of services.
The economic development of many countries hinges
primarily on the movement of containerized cargo. The
rapid rate of growth of container vessels is affecting the
entire supply chain. While the benefits to liner leaders
of increased cargo and capabilities, there are many
challenges that liner organisations face when it comes
to scheduling fleet and services towards improved
profitability.
The Challenges Shipping Liners Face
Liner operations teams face a tremendous task of
scheduling vessels optimally on manual or outdated
systems, while still trying to keep costs down. Some of
the challenges commonly faced are:
• Expanding trade wars
• General economic instability
• The ratio between chartered and owned vessels and
their impact on profits
• The challenge to cater to trade demand with an
adequate supply of tonnage and changing network
proforma schedules to match cargo flow
• Volatility in bunker prices – which typically account for
40% of total costs
• Congestion at ports, holidays and strikes, resulting in
vessel delays
• Forced blanked sailings within a liner schedule
• Day light arrival only ports and scheduling within the
port window
• Unforeseen and unpredictable delays due to weather,
political unrest, strikes, etc
• Variable freight rates that rise and dip based on
market variables, making it difficult to predict longterm revenues
• Drop in demand / freight rates that impacts schedule
reliability - and customer confidence - and is often
catered to by liner companies through blank sailing
and idling of ships
• Port infrastructure limitations such as minimal depth,
allowed LOA, allowed beam, length of wharf etc.
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However, the most challenging decision problems
faced by liner shipping companies is the creation of
vessel schedules that have the ability to match the
cargo demand which maximizes the contribution.
Shipping companies are constantly trying to balance
the demand for optimal operational costs while still
fulfilling demands for speed, prices and timing, all
within constraints of their trade. As a result, they’re
confronted by tough decisions concerning which factors
take precedence.
The deployment of vessels is backed by analytical
reasoning that considers certain known variables. This
means it’s crucial to consider the changing scenarios
and tweak your plan accordingly.
How Liner Companies Rise to Meet these Challenges
In order for Liner companies to maintain a cost-effective
and stable liner schedule network, they seek schedule
reliability. Additionally, their objective is to maximize
contribution, or profitability.
Understanding the limiting factors first is essential:
vessel size, cargo demand, port limitations, tides, draft
limitations, berth window constraints, MT container
supply, route constraints, operational constraints, and
commercial constraints all need to be factored.
Liner companies then need to execute with the rightsized vessel on a service with the right port calls, proper
empty repositioning plan and ensure vessel utilization
in Teus rather than weight, minimized fuel, charter, and
port costs.
Additionally, the right cargo composition (TEUs, weights,
and contribution) and right time decision-making
(freight rates are a function of time and season) are
critical to this optimization.
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OptiFleet: The Hybridised Approach of Using Optimization and
AI-Powered Fleet and Service Scheduler, to Maximize Profit
Solverminds, a leading global technology company that
is well known in the liner and maritime industry for their
enterprise resource management solutions (ERP),
as well as consulting and data analytics, has developed
a solution that is the much-needed link between
business and technology. OptiFleet from Solverminds
is a powerful tool that optimizes a liner fleet and their
deployment within services by using optimization
engine and artificial intelligence (AI).

Capt. Minocha. “This is seldom or never computed or
even discussed. Nor is the question broached as to
whether the schedule could be generated in a better
way. But we have asked ourselves that question, and the
answer is unequivocally, yes! It must.”

Says Captain Vijay Minocha, Chief Commercial Officer
at Solverminds, “Our in-depth domain expertise and
advanced technology platforms mean that - not only do
we know first hand what the challenges are that these
operations personnel face - but we have the means and
expertise to solve it.”

OptiFleet takes care of the manual drudge work of fleet
and service scheduling, and does all the heavy lifting
for liner operations teams. By planning, analyzing,
and optimizing the schedule, fleet and commercial
operation teams are quickly able to make decisions that
maximize profit, while minimizing costs and delays.
OptiFleet considers service details such as port rotation,
distance between each port leg, vessel speed on each
leg, terminal productivity, port stay, total sea time,
maneuvering time, and service frequency.

While liner companies’ challenges revolve around
managing multiple vessels and cargo while balancing
sensitive variables, the challenge of minimizing costs is
often unresolved. “The true hidden cost behind manual
scheduling is the cost of operational inefficiency,” says

It also caters to each of the various vessels’ details,
such as vessel maximum and economical speed, fuel
consumption at different speeds, bunker cost, charter
hire costs, port costs, canal costs, as well as insurance
and maintenance.
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Additionally, OptiFleet factors in multiple and various
ports’ equipment and cargo routing criteria in order to
define optimal port pair allocation by container type,
weight, and contribution.

Defining the limiting factors:

More than that, the application can connect client
application data to OptiFleet for seamless integration.
Once all of this is considered, OptiFleet gets to work
optimizing the fleet and their deployment within
the network of liner services. It does this by taking
port-based constraints, such as load and discharge
restrictions, allowed draft of the vessel, LOA / Beam,
availability of cranes, allowed air draft of the vessel,
terminal crane productivity, nighttime vessel arrival
restrictions, arrival at port during high tide, port costs,
terminal handling charges by equipment type, seasonal
weather variations, and port congestion into account.
Additionally, vessel-based constraints are factored in,
such as size of each vessel (DWT / Lightship), TEUs /
weight capacity, maximum summer draft of vessel,
speed, fuel type and cost, fuel consumption, vessel’s
own cranes, number of reefer plugs, and other vesselrelated costs.
Finally, it considers empty equipment constraints
like imbalance by port, stock status of equipment
at locations, minimum stock threshold, empty
repositioning costs, one-way lease moves, along with
Port Pair TEU and Weight constraints per routing,
service-based contribution per TEU, service-based TEU
range, service-based weight range and any minimum
TEU commitment per customer.
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OptiFleet then determines the following variables:
• Identify the port pairs- set of load port and discharge
ports
• Quantity of TEU and weight for each port pair
• Identify the services
• List of vessels, with load dates and discharge dates
• Identify the preferred customer and commodity with
equipment Type
• Quantity of empty repositioning between surplus to
deficit
• Maximizing the vessel utilization
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The final goal and objective is to maximize the
contribution profit, and OptiFleet does this quietly,
efficiently, and quickly through its optimization
algorithm and machine learning capabilities.
The result? OptiFleet automates and delivers insights
graphically that shows financial profitability, commercial
plan, operational plan, and empty equipment plan

Solverminds’ expertise within various domains of
providing optimization through AI-powered technology
means we are experienced and able to add value.
Optimized scheduling of a liner fleet is just the first step
to maximizing your fleet’s profitability.
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outputs. All of this gives decision-makers and operations
teams the insights they need to make profitable
decisions.
OptiFleet can then be instructed to provide a fleet and
service schedule that optimizes profitability by vessel or
service.

The OptiFleet AI and ML application can also analyze
demand forecasts, optimize routes for better fuel
efficiency, monitor capacity by vessel size or engine
capacity, forecast market supply and demand, factor in
weather data inputs — all with a few simple clicks — in
order to maximize profitability.

After optimization run, breakup of profitability, laden TEUs, empty TEUs, by port pair on service / vessel / voyage
with utilization
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Request a demo today!
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PROFITABILITY BY VESSEL / VOYAGE

For more media information, please contact:
Solverminds Solutions and Technologies: enquiry@solverminds.com

ABOUT SOLVERMINDS
Established in 2003, Solverminds is a leading next-gen global technology company with a vision to empower businesses with
innovations reimagined. Our exceptional domain expertise and cutting-edge technology solutions offer a complete range of bestin-class products for liner operations management, ship management, agency management, and advanced analytics.
While our technological focus is on delivering reliable, resilient, and robust solutions that embrace Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Machine Learning (ML), Predictive Analytics, and Big Data, our strategic focus remains on quality and customer-centric approach,
research and developments, and thought leadership.
Solverminds is a smart and sophisticated technology provider of a wide range of solutions and services that enfolds integrated
and bespoke ERP, global consulting, cloud system, and advanced analytics. We help you ascend the ridges of the extremely
competitive current world by automating your business processes while offering actionable insights, predictive outcomes, and
optimized solutions to make in- formed decisions.
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